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Disclaimer: Google is well known for adding, removing, and changing features in their free service offerings.
This guide is correct at the time of printing; you may notice some discrepancies later. Please consult our online resource center for up-to-date information about Google My Business [link will be communicated at a later date]
[Last edited: March 11, 2020]

Introduction: What is Google My Business
Your free Business Profile on Google helps your business show up when it matters
most: the moment customers are searching for businesses, products or services
like yours on Google Search and Maps.
Log into your Google My Business account to update your address, phone
number, website, open hours and more to help customers find and connect with
your business. Keep your profile updated with fresh photos, special offers and
promotions to make it easy for customers to choose you.
Google My Business (GMB) is free but does not replace your business’ website.

Introduction
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1. Why use Google My Business
Travellers are increasingly moving away from Destination Marketing Organization (DMO)
web sites for their travel planning and using Google Maps and Search. Claiming and optimizing your Google My Business (GMB) listing is critical for getting new travellers/customers
and helping customers do business with you again. You’ll also want a Google business listing
due to its tight integration with Google Maps for discovery purposes (in-market searches).
After all, consider that “near me” searches on Google Maps grew meteorically over the past
few years, ex.: a Google Maps search for “museums” on a mobile device returns results near
the user’s current location on the map.
As well, year-over-year mobile browsing/searching is increasing and has overtaken the
desktop. Up to 80% of searches are done on mobile devices, and Google My Business serves
up mobile-friendly versions of your business information.

Tourism New Brunswick will be using the information from Google My Business to populate
its new website; no longer will you need to update your information yearly through the New
Brunswick Tourism Operator portal.
Important: Remember, Google will never call you about your Google Business listing (the
only exception is the automated call that gives you your verification code if you have selected
that option). There is a scam that involves people posing as Google who offer to either boost
your ranking for a fee or threaten to remove your listing if you don’t pay a fee. Just hang up
– Google My Business is a free service. There are legitimate businesses that assist owners in
their Search Engine Optimization (SEO) for a fee, but they typically do not use high pressure
cold calling tactics.
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Why Use Google My Business?

Examples of GMB
Here are examples of how GMB business information is displayed in Search and Maps:
3-pack from Google Search

Often travellers/customers doing web searches will not scroll past the results presented
in the 3-pack so you need to try to be there. Google may change the number of businesses
appearing in these “local pack” search results and possibly the amount information
presented in them.

Why Use Google My Business?
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Knowledge panel in Search (mostly populated from Google My Business information)

Maps search results
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Why Use Google My Business?

Eligible businesses:
“Listings on Google My Business can only be created for businesses that either have a
physical location that customers can visit, or that travel to visit customers where they are.
Seasonal businesses (like an ice-skating rink only open in winter months) are eligible as long
as they display permanent signage year-round at the location.”

Ineligible businesses:
•

Rental or for-sale properties such as vacation homes, model homes, or vacant apartments. Sales or leasing offices, however, are eligible for verification.

•

An ongoing service, class, or meeting at a location that you don’t own or have the authority to represent.

•

You must be currently open or opening within 90 days of entering a new business in GMB.
You must own or be an authorized representative of the business.

Why Use Google My Business?
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2. Steps to Claim (or Create)
a Business Profile on Google
There are different ways to access your business listing in Google. If you have this guide I am
assuming that you have not already claimed your listing. If you have claimed and verified
your listing and you are looking to optimize it, you can proceed to Step # 8.
There are two ways to see if your business if already on Google: by going to the Google My
Business website or finding your business on Google Maps.
If your business has had a digital presence for a while, such as a website with your contact
details, it’s likely it already has a GMB listing and you just need to claim it.

What happens if I don’t claim the listing?
Anyone can suggest a change or an edit to your business listing, including your competition;
you would also not be notified of any edits. Someone else may even claim your listing.

If you do not claim your listing, you would then not be able to control:
•

which photos appear (or which to have removed)

•

responses to reviews

•

hours of business (especially for holidays and temp closures)

Someone can even mark your business as closed.
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Steps to Create and/or Claim a Business Profile on Google

Method 1 to find and claim your business: Go to Google Maps and search for your business
either by typing in the name and location or by zooming into your business location. Select
the correct business from the results on the left-hand side or click on the business label on
the Map and the single-business-view will display. If you see “Claim this business” click on
it to be taken to the Google My Business site; you will be prompted to sign in with a Google
account (more about this in Method 2).

Method 2 to find and claim your business: Go to google.ca/business and sign in with your
Google account.

Steps to Create and/or Claim a Business Profile on Google
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This can be a Gmail associated with the business or your personal Gmail account. If you do
not have a Google account then you can create one – you do not need a gmail address to create a Google account, you can use your own mail address – see Appendix A.
Once you are logged in click on Start Now and start typing in the name of your business. If
Google already has listings with that business name it will show up as possible options in a
drop-down box, if you see yours click on it and click Next.

3. Attempting to Claim – Possible Results
Did you find your business?
•

Yes, and it’s unclaimed (in Maps the “Claim this business” option appears)
Claim your Google My Business Listing (go to Step 4)

•

Yes, but it’s already claimed (in Maps the “Claim this business” option does not appears)
Request Ownership of a Listing (go to Step 5)

•

No

Create a New Google My Business Listing (go to Step 6)

Note: Google has recently simplified the process if you are logging in using an email address
which has the same domain as your website: you might skip the verification process and go
directly to the Dashboard. For example, if your business’ web address is businessname.ca and
your email address (that you used to created the Google account) is bob@businessname.ca
you may see this in action.
You’ll see a notice that it’s ‘pending verification’ for a maximum of three days but we’ve seen
it resolved much quicker than that.

4. Not Claimed
If the business has not been claimed, you will be prompted to enter details about
the business including:
•

Full address

•

Phone number(s)

•

Category

•

Website

All the correct information may already be there.
You’ll get to the screen asking for verification method, proceed to Step 8.
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Attempting to Claim - Possible Results | Not Claimed

5. Already Claimed
If the business has already been claimed you will not see the “Claim this business” option
in Maps, you must use the Google My Business website (google.ca/business). As mentioned earlier you will be required to log in using a Google account associated with the
business (or create a new one with a business email address).
Enter the company name and it should show up in the drop-down menu. Select the correct
business and you will see this screen:

You have two options:
•

contact the person who has claimed it or

•

request access to the listing.

It is possible you or someone else in your business claimed it under a different email address (which you can see a portion of the email address in the text), if you think that’s the
case and you have access to that account, use the Account Recovery option.
If you don’t recognize that email proceed to click on “Request Access” and fill out the
details on the next screen.

Already Claimed
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Check the “Share your info” box so
that they can see who is requesting; in
the next checkbox select Ownership; in
the following checkbox I would assume
you would select Owner but you might
be an employee. Then enter your
contact info and click Submit.

Resource: Request ownership of a business listing https://support.google.com/business/answer/4566671
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Already Claimed

6. Business Does Not Appear - New Business
If your business does not appear in a drop-down list you will be offered to create a business
with that name, click Next and continue adding information about your business so the
listing can be created.

Once you added your business information and clicked Continue, you’ll have the option to
Verify.

Business Does Not Appear - New Business
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7. Getting Verified
Claiming is the first step, but then Google needs to verify that you are the correct human
at the correct location. Once you’ve entered as much information as you can you’ll reach the
Get Verified screen.

Ways to get verified
Verification is done by receiving a numeric code from Google. You may be offered several
methods to get verified depending on what information Google has been able to collect about
your business.
The fastest is the automated phone Call or Text that sends the code (if that option is available
to you), the most popular method is the postcard.
a. Requesting a postcard

c. Text message

b. By phone call

d. Email

Postcard
You cannot edit the address that Google displays. If you opt to receive a postcard with a
verification pin code in the mail, this normally takes between 5–14 days to arrive, depending
on your location. If it’s been longer than 14 days then reach out to Google support to request a
new postcard.
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Getting Verified

When you have the postcard in your hand, and are ready to verify, go to the site mentioned on
the card and login with the same account that you used to claim the Google Business listing
then enter the code.

Phone
When you select this verification option the code is sent to you by an automated voice to your
business phone number; it often happens within 15 minutes of making the selection. Return
to the Google My Business site to enter the code.

Text
You may be offered a verification pin code through your phone. Once you receive
the text message from Google, follow the onscreen verification instructions in your
Google My Business account.

Email
Click the Verify button in the verification email. You can also enter the code from the email in
your Google My Business dashboard.

Getting Verified
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8. The Dashboard
Once you’ve received the verification code and entered it, give yourself a pat on the back –
you’ve done it! You are now in control of your business information on Google.
You now have access to all the features of the Google My Business Dashboard for your
business. Go through the different tabs on the left-hand side of the Dashboard and feel
free to explore; notice that on the home page Google will recommend tasks for you to do.
Note: some browsers hide the menu until you click on the ‘hamburger’ icon in the top left
of the page:

Google/Ipsos research shows that:
•

96 % of customers are more likely to visit a business that has opening hours on their
Google Search or Maps page

•

90 % are more likely to visit a business with a phone number in its listing

•

90 % visit websites with photos

•

Two out of three respondents react well to positive reviews

Information you should complete in the Dashboard
(bolded ones are ones you should do now):
On the Info tab, verify that all the main information is correct. In order they are:
Name, Category, Location, Service Area (seldom used for tourism businesses),
Hours (including Special Hours for holidays, update those regularly during the year),
Phone, Website, products (seldom used for tourism businesses), Attributes, Business
Description (maximum of 750 characters), Opening Date (if not yet opened). Photos gets
its own tab and step in this guide due to its importance.
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The Dashboard

Seasonal hours
The official Google response is below:
If your business has seasonal hours, use the following guidelines:
•

During the season in which your business is open, set your regular hours of operation. You
may set special hours for holidays, temporary closures, or other events.

•

You can also indicate that your business is open only for a specific seasonal period in your business description.

•

During off-season, contact support to have your business marked as temporarily closed.
Alternatively, you can mark your business as permanently closed during this period.

•

Set your regular business hours when your business reopens.

But in practice these are not great solutions except perhaps adding your seasonal closing
information in your Description. It is very hard to find a support link on the GMB site.
The best method we have found so far is to contact GMB staff through their Facebook group:
https://www.facebook.com/GoogleMyBusiness/
We will keep up with this issue and communicate any updates about this subject as it affects
many New Brunswick businesses.

The Dashboard
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9. Categories
To access the Categories area in your Dashboard select the Info tab from the left-hand side,
then select the edit icon. Google My Business categories are classifications used to group
businesses with similar characteristics. The different categories help the search engine
define when to show a business based on a user’s search.

Edit icon

You may already have the correct category already in place. If you aren’t sure what category
your business falls under, try typing a related keyword into the box and see what comes up.
You cannot enter your own custom Category nor would you want to or you wouldn’t show in
searches by users for a certain known, broader, category.
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Categories

Not sure which Category to select? Do a search to see what your competitors are using.

Category location in Maps

Categories
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10. Photos
We would like to stress the importance of proper imagery for your Google Business listing. Not
only do images convey the visuals concerning your business but Google ranks businesses with
good and plentiful imagery higher in search results.
Head to the Photos tab. You’ll notice that GMB has different photo types: Logo, cover, interior,
exterior, etc. The types may vary depending of the category of business.
Again there is a strong link between photo quantity and search performance.
You’ll notice that many images (if not most) are uploaded from people that have visited your
business - that’s right GMB photos are a mix of customer and business owner uploaded photos.
Before you add images make sure you follow these guidelines:
•

Rename images with descriptive names relating to their content and your business name:
“Keillor House Museum exterior” means more to Google than “IMG2387”.

•

Make sure all of your pictures are high-quality with a minimum of 720 x 720 pixels. The best
formats to use are JPG and PNG.

•

Pay special attention to the Cover photo; it is your preferred photo to be shown on your listing
in Search and Maps. Note: uploading a cover photo does not guarantee it will be the first photo but this photo will tell Google how you would like to showcase your business.

•

It’s a great idea to select a photo for each photo type.

How to Flag a Photo on Google My Business For Removal
Click Photos from the menu. Find the photo you’d like to flag, then click the flag icon in the top
right corner.
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Photos

The following dialog box appears.

“Poor quality” and “Not a photo of this place” will cover most situations.
Note: Photos that you have uploaded are easier to delete, they have the trash can
icon available.
This resource is excellent: https://www.brandify.com/blog/best-practices-forgoogle-my-business-photos

Photos
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11. Advanced Topics - Optimizing
Reviews
Ask for them (especially if they’ve had a great experience) and reply to them! The number
of reviews and the aggregate score factors in the “what are the *best* ___” searches.
Reply to negative reviews: “respond quickly, brief, own up to the complaint issue,
apologize even if it’s not your fault, offer to fix the problem, follow-up on promises”.
The criteria for “Best <category>” search results are based on rating of 4+ only, for
example, a search for “Best restaurants in Fredericton” would display a local-pack search
result that only contains businesses with 4+ star; the same applies to searches in Google
Maps as well.
“There are three main benefits of getting customer reviews; first, to acquire testimonials you
can use in marketing your business; second, to better understand what you are doing right
and/or wrong as a business; and third, to improve the visibility of your business on Google.
One hesitation businesses have in soliciting online reviews is the fear of receiving a bad
review. However, receiving the odd bad review is not necessarily a bad thing. Actively
replying to bad reviews and looking to resolve a situation illustrates to your new potential
customers that you care about your clients. A study actually found that bad reviews can
increase conversion by 67%.”
(source: https://rocketdigital.ca/importance-google-reviews/)
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Advanced Topics - Optimizing

Google offers some guidelines:
“Fake reviews of any kind are not allowed, and should be flagged. However, it is difficult to
prove which reviews are fake and which are real. For this reason, these flagged reviews are not
often removed.
When you flag the review, you should also respond, and calmly state that the review is fake, and
refute any false claims. While this probably won’t get the review removed, it will show other
customers that they should not trust the review. If you have reason to believe the reviewer has
written fake reviews for other businesses, there’s a better chance to get the review removed.
Collect your evidence and appeal directly to Google review moderators in this case.
To flag a review, hit the small flag icon near the star-rating of the review. Anyone can flag a
review as inappropriate, not just the business owner. However, to respond to the review, you
must be the business owner.
Google has a long list of content that is not allowed in a review, or anywhere else. This includes
content alluding to illegal activities, or content that is especially offensive or inappropriate.”
(source: https://boast.io/google-review-policy-what-business-owners-can-and-cantdo-to-get-more-google-reviews/)

Attributes
Attributes let customers know unique characteristics about your business. Adding relevant, accurate attributes to your Business Profile helps you stand out to your
customers who find your business on Google.
Your business category determines the attributes available for your Business Profile. For
example, you might get attributes for acceptable payment types, accessibility options,
or whether the business is LGBTQ-friendly. When you edit your business information in
Google My Business, you’re shown which attributes your business can have.
1.

In your Dashboard, from the left-hand side menu, click Info.

2.

Scroll down until you see this icon “

” and you’ll see the areas where you can

“Add Attributes”, click in that area to edit. You can search for the attribute you want
to add or scroll through all the available options for your business.
3.

When you’re finished updating your attributes, click Apply.

Source for help: https://support.google.com/business/answer/9049526?hl=en

Advanced Topics - Optimizing
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Posts
These are like temporary blog entries where you can showcase something new. There are
three types of Posts
•

What’s New: These are posts that share more general happenings or updates. They could be
specific about your business, a new blog post, topic specific, or even showcase a customer
review or testimonial.

•

Events: Promote an event you are hosting, involved in, or supporting. All events require a
title, start & end dates, and time. Add a description and details too.

•

Offers: If you are having any promotions, sales, or coupons, you can use this post type to
showcase them. Like events, offers also require titles, start & end dates, and time-frame.
The “View offer” CTA is automatically added.

Insights (Analytics)
Insights give you an inside look at how people find your business listing on the web.
Because many customers find businesses on Google Search and Maps, Insights focuses on
how customers use Search and Maps to find your listing, and what they do once they find it.
More detailed information can be had here:
https://support.google.com/business/answer/7689763?hl=en&ref_topic=4596652

GMB mobile app
The Google My Business app is a free mobile app that helps you manage your business. With
the app, you can do the following:
•

Make edits to your Business Profile and see those changes on Google in real time.

•

Upload photos, create enticing offers, and share what makes your business unique.

•

Respond to reviews, questions, and messages from customers.
Available from the Google Play Store and Apple App Store.
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Advanced Topics - Optimizing

Adding Users
Adding Users to help manage your profile and respond to any user interaction in a
timely manner.

Creating a free website
From Google:
“Google will automatically use the information and photos from your Business Profile on Google
to create a site that you can customize with themes, photos, and text. Your free site will automatically update whenever you change your business information or post new photos. Your
website will also be optimized for display on desktop, laptop, and mobile devices. A website
created using Google My Business is meant to be a simple, small business-friendly solution for
getting your business online.”

Adjusting notifications
Clicking on the Settings menu items brings you to a page where you can select which notifications you wish to receive from your GMB listing. To get back to your regular left side
menu click on the GMB logo at the top of the page.

Advanced Topics - Optimizing
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12. Staying Verified Visiting your Dashboard regularly
Maintaining the verified status of your Google My Business listing is essential.
If Google sees you’re not managing your listing(s), then it may de-verify your account
for being inactive.
To avoid this, you should regularly check your account for errors and keep your hours
of business updated especially ahead of holiday periods. It is beneficial to refresh your
photos occasionally as well as respond to reviews.
You may also receive a request by email from Google to fix or optimize your account.

13. Getting Help
Google has excellent resources to answer any questions you may have.
On the Google My Business home page:
•

Not logged in: if you scroll at the bottom, under Learning & Support, there is an
excellent Help Centre.

•

Logged in (your Dashboard): scroll to bottom of the page, click on Help

For support from an actual person try Google’s GMB Facebook page:
https://www.facebook.com/GoogleMyBusiness/
Other links to helpful resources will appear in the New Brunswick Tourism Operator
website.
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14. Direct Link to Your GMB Listing
If you require support or if you want to send a link to someone you may need a simple direct
link to your GMB listing.
The easiest way we have found is to find the business on Google Maps and click on the Share
link. In the new window that pops up, click on Copy Link. Now you can paste that link wherever you like, it will take the user directly to the map with that business’ GMB information on
the left panel.

Direct Link to Your GMB Listing
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15. Keeping Updated on Changes
Google often changes the features and functions of these types of services. Occasionally you
should visit the New Brunswick Tourism industry Information website to be aware of any
changes. We will attempt to keep it up-to-date with new developments in GMB as well as
assign dates to the changes.

Appendix A: Creating a Google account
You require to log in with a Google account to manage your Google My Business information.
It does not have to be an existing Gmail address if you do not have one for business purposes.
You can in fact create this account with the email address that you use for your business.
Select the option “Use my current email address” instead as shown below:
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